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Introduction and Purpose

This report has been prepared to assess the key physical features and unique qualities that
combined to give Eastington its particular character and local distinctiveness. It is intended as a tool
to help guide the future development of the Parish over the coming years and as evidence to inform
the emerging Neighbourhood Plan.

This report has not been prepared professionally but is the work of parishioners who know and value
the village that they live in. They have had some limited professional guidance and have generally
followed the advice issued by Planning Aid “ How to prepare a character assessment to support
design policy within a neighbourhood plan”.

As with so many rural parishes, there are features that are often not headlined that define the
character of an area and are valued and cherished by those who live and work there. It is to help
protect and enhance these assets in a modern and developing parish that is the rationale behind
this report. However it should be stressed that the intention is to capture the general characteristics
that form the unique identity of the parish, rather than to delve into detail. That will follow and help
further in drawing up a design guide.

General Description and Historic Development of the Parish

The parish covers 2040 acres (815 hectares) of which all but a small percentage is agricultural land.
The highest point of the parish is 41m and the lowest 11m above mean sea level (amsl). Eastington
lies in the lee of the Cotswold scarp and this prominent feature is one of the defining aspects of the
area. The Parish lies on the gently undulating foot slopes of this scarp and forms the two elevated
terraces of the river Frome which cuts through the district and indeed the parish. The Stroud District
Council (SDC) report on the landscape of the district in 2000 clearly recognises the value of the area
and classifies it as part Lowland Plain, part Frome Valley and part Escarpment footslopes. The area
has evolved in the late Ice age as an area of marginal land to the river Severn dissected by the river
Frome and underlain by thick clay with a partial layer of river terrace gravels on top of this.



Introduction Map 1

Eastington was an old manorial settlement area established after the Norman Conquest and centred
around the old ford/ bridging post on the river Frome. The area remained a low-grade woodland and
farming settlement area with some minor river trade for several centuries up until the Industrial
revolution. At that time mills were built on the river and drainage and diversionary channels cut to
improve water flow to the mills. At the same time the Stroudwater canal (the canal) was opened and
an increase in trade and thus habitation began.

The old settlement of Churchend became overshadowed by the increasing size of Alkerton, built on
higher ground and the steady growth of the numerous other hamlets in the parish.

Eastington became an important settlement linking the main Gloucester/Bristol road and Stroud as
well as the trade links and business created by the river and the canal. The majority of the land was
still farmed in much the same way as before with a mix of fruit/dairy and root crop/arable land.

Development of the hamlets changed very little over the next 200 years and virtually the same
settlement pattern exists today as in late Georgian times. In the 1900’s there was a steady growth in
the hamlet of Alkerton to the extent that it eventually contained about half the parish population.



Until the M5 was built in the 1970s, together with the consequential new section of the A419, which
has had the effect of dividing the parish, the main road between Stroud and the A38, passed
through Alkerton, Claypits and Westend. The following plan illustrates the dispersed historic
settlement pattern, with its numerous hamlets connected by a patchwork of narrow lanes and tracks.

Introduction Map 2

It should be noted that the nature of the Parish is unique in having a dispersed hamlet type of
development that goes right back to the pre-Georgian origins of the area. This template of eleven
hamlets is very different to most other parts of the district, where a central village envelope describes
the framework of the parish. Clearly this dispersed settlement pattern is a key feature in defining the
unique character of Eastington and must therefore be an essential element in the consideration of
future development proposals.
A number of landscape appraisals of the district have been undertaken in recent years that are helpful
in providing an overview of the area in which Eastington lies. The SDC report on the landscape of the
district in 2000, highlighted several important landscape features of the parish and recommended the
following key priorities for future development (see also Stroud District Landscape Sensitivity
Appraisal 2013).



 Conserve and protect the river valley and wetland landscapes.
 Encourage the continued management of existing hedgerows, hedgerow trees, and farm

woodlands.
 Review the schedule of conservation areas to protect small settlements.
 Control sporadic development along the major routes and at the edges of small settlements.

These points remain valid today and are equally relevant to Eastington as to the rest of the District.

A key conclusion of this report is the identification of Wildlife corridors that cover all of the points
listed above. These are set out on the map below and are described in more detail in their relevant
landscape sections.

Introduction Map 3 – Wildlife corridors

The following plan illustrates the dispersed settlement pattern of hamlets as it remains today. It is
recognised widely that preserving the essential visual and spatial separation of the hamlets is at the
core of maintaining the spirit and historic identity of the parish, and from surveys, is one of the most
valued elements of the community.



Introduction Map 4 – layout of Eastington hamlets 2015

In regard to the houses and other buildings in the parish and their position in the landscape it is
useful to quote from the previously referenced “SDC Landscape Assessment 2000”. This makes
reference to the various topographic areas of the district and the section that covers Eastington is
the “Escarpment footslopes”, within the “Rolling Agricultural Plain”. An extract from this section of
the Report states,

“There is a strong vernacular character to this landscape, the local building material being weathered stone
and brick and giving rise to a mature and historic feel to buildings and settlement alike. The buildings
themselves vary from brick town houses to small cottages and farm buildings, often with low brick and stone
front walls to gardens, and slate roofs. Other more modern buildings also occur in this landscape associated
with existing settlement and farm complexes. In places modern development has occurred as new housing
estates have been tacked onto existing settlement bearing no relationship to the traditional layout of buildings,
scale or materials. These new developments while noticeable in passing are also highly visible from the
Cotswold Escarpment”

“The strong pattern of settlement, churches, lanes and field enclosure are characteristic features of this
landscape. Together they provide a recognisable network that is valuable for cultural reasons as well as for
local identity and sense of place, and give an impression of a landscape long worked and inhabited. The
quality of this landscape is however varied with some areas degraded by roads and associated developments
or inappropriate housing, that undermines the rural qualities of the villages. Despite this however, there
remain significant areas that are either unspoilt, or only slightly degraded and which are still worthy of
protection to ensure the conservation and the retention of characteristic elements.”



As the landscape appraisal explains, it is of critical importance to ensure that new development
respects the character of the landscape that it is to be dropped into. This includes the settlement
pattern and traditional built form that is such an essential element of this landscape.

Due to the large areas of open farmland in the parish there will always be a tendency for new
development to be opportunistically driven by purely commercial needs as opposed to those that
best suit and comply with local and district planning constraints. As such any changes that may be
afforded by new development must be especially sensitive to the changes they might bring to the
area. The 2000 landscape report again looks at this aspect [reference as before]

“The flat and relatively open nature of the Rolling Agricultural Plain, and the visibility of this landscape from
the AONB make it particularly susceptible to inappropriate development. This landscape is under particular
pressure from the expansion of existing settlement at Stroud, Stonehouse and Gloucester. New development
from these settlements has already degraded some areas of the landscape. Major roads that dissect the
Lowland Plain also pose a threat of associated developments which could undermine existing landscape
quality. The decommissioning of the RAF bases preserves opportunities for landscape gain. Linear
development if allowed to occur in the landscape would undermine the traditional and strong pattern of
nucleated settlement.

The distinctive patterns of field enclosure and their geographical distribution are sensitive to changes in
agricultural land use management. Changes in land use which would reduce the amount of pasture land
would therefore be detrimental to the character of the landscape, as would the loss of hedgerow trees and
small woodland. This is particularly important along the Escarpment footslopes fringe where the quality of
landscape impacts upon the designated area of the AONB. Similarly it is important to retain the pastoral river
valley qualities of the River Frome, as there are few landscapes of this nature within the Stroud District.”

Methodology

The Parish has been usefully divided up into a number of blocks based upon their different aspect,
nature and geographic location. These various areas, whilst having many things in common also
have somewhat differing landscape and visual attributes that are best dealt with in a chapter-by-
chapter approach.  Likewise the level of sensitivity varies area by area and as such has
necessitated a differing depth of study and analysis. This approach is deliberately used to deal with
the differing issues that are seen in each part of the parish.

The Parish has been subdivided for the purpose of character assessment into the following areas as
shown on the map below.



Introduction Map 5: Character Assessment areas within Eastington Parish

These 5 sub-areas are all described and considered with regard to key physical features,
characteristics and qualities.  This information is then analysed in terms of sensitivity to possible
new development.

For the purpose of assessment, character is broken down into the following distinct categories:
 Layout
 Topography
 Spaces
 Roads, streets, routes
 Green and natural features
 Landmarks, buildings and details
 Streetscape
 Land use
 Views
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Character Area 1: Frome/ Canal Corridor (the Corridor)

Corridor Map 1 – the Corridor

General Overview of Character

The Frome Canal Corridor, [the Corridor], is a parcel of land laying east-west between a northern
and southern ridge of higher ground within which lies the River Frome and its various branches; it
also contains the canal and the sloping ground that borders the Frome flood plain. Its area is 511
acres, (207 hectares), which represents 25 per cent of the parish. The area is bounded northerly by
the A419, westerly by the M5, southerly to the steep rise towards Alkerton and easterly to Bond’s
Mill and a water treatment works. It is largely wet, low lying flat ground which rises gently from the
river valley towards Alkerton and Cress Green to the south.
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The landscape has a settlement pattern which includes the medieval hamlet of Churchend [the
original Eastington] and the later hamlets of Chipman’s Platt, Millend and Newtown. These originate
from the time of the industrial revolution and grew out of the improved transport facilities provided
by the canal.
The hamlet of Churchend houses the most significant population concentration.

Layout

The Corridor area is built around a few small lanes that access houses and old mills around the
river and canal. It is largely within the designated Industrial Heritage Conservation Area.
Nearly two thirds of the Corridor lies within the floodplain and about half lies within the Industrial
Heritage Conservation Area (IHCA). These are illustrated on the following map:

Corridor Map 2: Flood plain and IHCA

Topography (Corridor Map 3 below)

The topography is typical flood plain land with several river tributaries and drainage channels and
marginally higher ground for the canal route and its locks. The Corridor’s highest point is 30m
above mean sea level (amsl) and the lowest 14m amsl.
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Corridor Map 3 – Hamlet layout with topography

Spaces

The area is largely (approximately 90 per cent) grassland farmed with cattle and forage. The majority
of the space is high visibility land with wide-open views seen from large parts of the parish. It is
generally exposed and open.

St Michaels and All Angels church is situated adjacent to the river Frome and surrounded by the
closed churchyard containing many listed monuments, chest tombs and the village war memorial. A
path opposite the Lych Gate leads to the present burial ground and onto the Community Orchard.

The Community Orchard gives testimony to the community nature of Eastington Parish. Together
with a children’s playground, community centre, village hall, a popular village pub and other
additional features in the other four areas in this document, demonstrates the nature of the parish.
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The Corridor contains one owner occupied farm and includes its farmhouse still connected to its land.
The other agricultural land is either owned and/or rented by other farmers some of which reside in the
parish.

There is a productive market garden bordering the River Frome in Churchend.

The openness of the Corridor is valued by local people as being essential for wellbeing activities such
as walking (it is largely level terrain) either individually, by organised groups or by visiting Rambler
Association walks.

To date, large non-residential development schemes have been successfully resisted by a
combination of local groups, the Parish Council and above all with the interests of the parishioners at
its heart.

Roads, streets and routes

The A419 road connects Stroud to the east and the M5 at Junction 13 to the west. During peak
times it is a very busy road largely with inward and outward commuting.

A significant but undesignated road (named locally as Spring Hill) connects the A419 at Chipman’s
Platt to Alkerton Cross in the centre of Eastington village. The road is popular with all vehicles,
including heavy goods vehicles, and is significant for its use by through traffic en-route from the M5
to areas south-east of the parish as well as those from the A38 to the A419 wishing to avoid the M5
Junction 13 traffic.

Millend Lane, turning off Spring Hill, runs from Churchend to Millend and is exceptionally busy at
school start and finish times. Parked vehicles exacerbate this congestion with many spilling out onto
Spring Hill. (See paragraph above)

There are six dead-end lanes. Two were formed when the original position of the A419 was
redesigned to link with the new Junction 13 of the M5 that opened in 1970-71. The new A419
bisected the road between Chipman’s Platt and Westend Cross and was diverted around
Newtown. The latter severed a footpath which, given the increasing level of traffic, makes crossing
the A419 hazardous to walkers.



Reference to the map left shows
that the Corridor is served by
numerous and well used
footpaths and bridleways. A
cycleway runs alongside the
canal from Spring Hill to
Newtown and beyond.

A local walking group, Public
Rights of Way Defenders
(PROWD), meets monthly in
the village. On the most recent
walk on Sunday 08 November
2015, forty-five parishioners,
adults and children (some of the
latter in pushchairs) took part in
one of the many circular walks
in the Parish. The Parish
Council’s website carries a
series of downloadable
illustrated walks1 some of them
are printed and are freely
available in the local shop, pubs
and hairdressers and which are
frequently replenished giving
testament to their popularity.

Corridor Map 4: PROW – footpaths
and bridleways

OS1:25k Great Britain 2015. Copyright
© 2015Crown Copyright; Ordanance
Survey, Licence Number 100034184

Green and Natural Features

The River Frome has several tributaries and bifurcating channels as well as drainage ditches that
feed into it. The river enters the Corridor in the east in two streams, it later sub-divides into a third
stream at Churchend, which later re-joins at Meadow Bridge and then again re-joins by Riverside
Park before exiting the Corridor in a single stream to the west, passing under the M5.

The wide-open floodplain is a classic feature and there is also the canal Corridor and footpath
which is well maintained and naturalised. This is an important Wildlife corridor for surrounding
areas and for naturalists. There are attractive waterside copses of alder, sycamore, ash and willow
and other species.

1 https://community.stroud.gov.uk/general.asp?pid=29&pgid=1507



Corridor Photo 1: Aerial view of the Frome/Canal Corridor looking north - August 2015

The Corridor contains what is termed as ‘the missing mile’, a dry section of the disused
Stroudwater canal that the Cotswold Canal Trust intends to reinstate in its ambition to make the
canal navigable again and to re-join the River Severn at Framilode to the east of the parish.

Corridor Photo 2: (Map 8 – Photo 13) Pike Lock Stroudwater Canal

This is an important Wildlife corridor that continues to provide flood relief land for the river, most
recently required in 2012 and again in 2014.

Corridor Photo 3: Millend and Churchend floodplain Corridor Photo 4: Millend from floodplain - bottom
December 2012 of Corridor Photo 3 - February 2014
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Newtown, on the
Stonehouse
boundary, is a small
canal and roadside
group of late 18th
and 19th-century
brick cottages; one
is the New Inn,
which had opened
by 1839. Apart from
being seen from the
main A419 it can be
viewed from one of
the many field walks
as seen in photo
left.

Corridor Photo 5: (Map 4 – Photo 5) - View of Newtown from floodplain meadows walk

Landmarks, Buildings and Details

The 13th century Anglican Church of St Michael and All Angels is the dominant publically visible
and accessible landmark.

Millend Mill, Meadow Mill, William Morris House (a Camphill Community) and Eastington Park
house are also very significant. A school building dating from 1886 lies to the east of the church on
the site of the former Rectory.

The River Frome is a feature along with the bridges that cross it. The canal is highly visible. There
are various mills and other former industrial buildings and several WWII pill-boxes. There is also a
small 20th century industrial estate.

Corridor Map 5 : Churchend hamlet
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Corridor Map 6 : Chipman’s Platt hamlet
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1) Buildings and Details

Corridor Photo 6:
The Church
The 13th century church of
St Michael and All Angels is
the dominant building.

The oldest pre-reformation
monument is dated 1681 2 .
The traditional belief that
marks on the north face of
the church tower were
caused by cannon fire during
the period of the siege of
Gloucester in 1643 3 was
supported by the discovery of
a cannon-ball in the near-by
brook in 1967.

There are several Grade II listed buildings in the Corridor with probably the highest concentration
in Churchend. The oldest is a 16th century row to the west of the church linked either to the church
or to the former Eastington Manor and a row of 17th century timber-framed cottages to the east of
the church.
A late 18th century brick row immediately east of the church, reportedly because of its construction
features, is purported to be the former tithe barn.

Corridor Plate 1: engraving by Johannes
Kip 1712 Eas[t]ington Seat of Nathanial
Stevens.

The original building, Eastington
Manor, built next to the church, was
demolished in 1778.

In 1806 the estate was purchased
from its original owner and
Eastington Park as seen today was
built in 1815.

2 A E Keys: History of Eastington 1953, p25
3 A E Keys: History of Eastington 1953, p19



Corridor Photo 7:
Eastington Park
House
This includes a
former stable and
coach block, are
listed buildings
built in the early
19th century.

Gloucestershire County Council bought Eastington Park in 1946 and converted it into a nursing
home. In 1996 the current owner purchased the estate and it continued to be a nursing home until
2011 when it became a wedding venue.
It is the largest listed building in Churchend but not the oldest. The house is surrounded by private
meadows and trees and consequently is barely visible to the public eye.

2) The Corridor Mills

There are three historic mills in this Corridor - Meadow Mill, Millend Mill, and Churchend Mill - and
all are part of the Industrial Heritage Conservation Area (IHCA). Their milling history varies but they
were at one time all clothing mills but moved through cloth, corn and malting.

Meadow Mill was the
last of the three to be
built in 1826 on the
meadows between two
arms of the River
Frome Meadow Mill. It
continued to focus on
industrial and
commercial activity
and now houses a
thriving industrial
estate. The Eastington
cloth trade persevered
until the early 20th

century then felt silent.

Corridor Photo 8: Meadow Mill (Map 4 – Photo 10) View of Meadow Mill from the road (Spring Hill)



The 14th century
Millend Mill has a
chequered history4.
The hamlet of Millend
grew up around this
mill with the owners
living nearby in
Millend House
(known now as
Eastington House.
From 2011 the Mill
has been converted
into apartments. A
few very early
photographs and
artefacts from the Mill
are displayed in the
foyer along with a
period revolving mill-
wheel. There are
non-functional period
sluice-gates visible
on the eastern side.

Corridor Photo 9:  Millend Mil

Corridor Photo 10: Churchend Mill

The
Churchend
Mill first
built as a
corn mill in
the 14th

century but
by 1439,
was used
for corn
and as a
fulling mill.
It later
became a
cloth mill
and
remained
so until
1901. It
was
demolished
in 1911.

4 Dr Stephen Mills. Gloucestershire Society for Industrial Archaeology Journal for 2002 pages 19-28



3) Eastington Primary School

The Eastington Primary
School was built in the
19th century on the site of
the former rectory. It was
called Eastington
National School from
1833 but almost nothing
of the old schoolroom
survives with a new
schoolroom completed in
1859-605.
There are now 20th and
21st century additions
with the school now
standing in a larger plot
that the original with the
addition of a small
grassed playing field.

Corridor Photo 11: The Eastington Primary School

In March 2008, the Office for Standards in Education (Ofsted) graded Eastington Primary School
(the School) as ‘Outstanding. In Ofsted’s 2011 interim assessment, it indicated that the School’s
performance had been sustained6.
In January 2015 there were 139 pupils on the roll. Many of the pupils are brought to school by car
from the immediate local area and further beyond.

4) Roman Villa
There is also an important Roman site in the
pastureland (Area C described below) adjacent to
an old Dutch Barn near the A419/M5 motorway
junction – see Corridor Photo 24 (Map 8 – Photo
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Views

The Character Area 1 is further divided into six sub-areas (A, B, C, D, E & F in Map 8) that are
described in more detail with the help of photographs as follows:

Corridor Table 1 (below) indicates photos within this Frome/Canal Corridor (numbered 1-13) that
have been taken, and included in this Corridor section, to demonstrate specific public views in
each of the six Areas on Map 8 below. They are listed here for easy reference.

Map 8 – photo
numbers

Description

Photo 1a From Kissing Gate:
Footpath down to River Frome from Cress Green Lane
From Cress Green Lane looking towards Stonehouse
Fields are a favourite spot, if grass, for local children to toboggan

Photo 1b From same Kissing Gate looking towards Malvern Hills
Photo 2 Fields are a favourite spot, if grass, for local children to toboggan
Photo 3 Looking up towards Cress Green from the River Frome
Photo 4 View across floodplain towards Frocester Hill
Photo 5 View of Newtown from flood plain meadows walk
Photo 6 The Ham Path – in autumn and in flood
Photo 7 View from Eastington village edge across arable land towards Churchend

2015
Photo 8 View from River Frome looking towards A419 across pastureland 2015
Photo 9 Corridor photo 22 - Aerial view of Chipman’s Platt hamlet September 2015

Corridor photo 23 - View from corner of field in photo 22 above
Photo 10 View of Meadow Mill from the road (Spring Hill)
Photo 11 View from church tower looking west
Photo 12 View from Spring Hill / Eastington Park entrance looking towards canal

side woods
Photo 13 Pike Lock Stroudwater Canal
Corridor Table 1 – position of photos taken in The Corridor



Corridor Map 8: Six Areas with photographic views described within the text with numbered with view direction
(see table above for numbers/titles)

Area A – The hamlet of Millend (Aerial Photo 13: The Corridor) lies on river Frome at the southern
edge of this area and contains the historic Millend Mill mentioned previously. The position of
dwellings varies from low-lying by the river to those on land rising with views over the flood plain
fields.



Corridor Photo 13: Aerial view of Millend hamlet 2015

Much of Area A is pasture within the floodplain with a mixture of pasture/arable land rising towards
the hamlet of Cress Green (Area 5 - Southern Hamlets).
A view from the River Frome looking up towards Cress Green can be seen in Photo 14: The
Corridor (Map 8 – Photo 3)

Corridor Photo 14: (Map 4 – Photo 3) Looking up towards Cress Green from the River Frome
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Another important view can be seen in Corridor Photo 15: below (Map 8 – Photo 4)

Corridor Photo 15: (Map 8 – Photo 4) View across floodplain towards Frocester Hill

The highest point on these fields has a view looking north/east over the valley and River Frome
towards the town of Stonehouse. This high point can be accessed via footpaths across fields or
through Millend along Cress Green Lane (Photos 16 & 17: The Corridor). These views across the
floodplain to Stonehouse are often seen by those walking along the ancient footpath linking Cress
Green to Millend - walkers, dog walkers and families on their way to and from school. There is a
public footpath that leads from this path across fields down to, and along, the River Frome (part of
Eastington Circular Path 1).

Corridor Photo 16: (Map 8 - Photo1a) Footpath Corridor Photo 17: (Map 8 – Photo 1a) from
down to River Frome from Cress Green Lane Cress Green Lane looking towards Stonehouse

These fields are rotated between crops and arable as can be seen in the above photos - Photo 16:
The Corridor and during the last snowfall in Photo17: The Corridor

These fields are a favourite spot, if grass, for local children to toboggan. (Photo: Corridor 18 and
19 below)



Corridor Photo 18: (Map 8 – Photo 2) Corridor Photo 19: (Map 8 – Photo 1a)

The view below (Corridor Photo 20) taken from the kissing gate on the sunken path from Cress
Green to Millend Lane shows glimpses of the Church (See view E) William Morris House,
Eastington Park Farm and the Malvern Hills, some 26 miles distant.

Corridor Photo 20: (Map 8 – Photo 1 b)

The view below (Photo: Corridor 21) shows the historic High Path (locally know as Ham Path)
running along Millend Lane from the village to the school between several fields at the western end
of this section. There are also a number of footpaths running across these fields making this a
highly visually sensitive area for dwellings, walkers with school children and walkers/dog walkers
alike. This path exists to enable pedestrian passage along Millend Lane during the frequent times
of flood (see Photo: Corridor 22 below)
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Corridor Photo 21: (Map 8 – Photo 6) The Ham Path               Corridor Photo 22: (Map 8 – Photo 6) The Ham Path

Area B
A view from this high ridge (Photo 23: The Corridor) looks north-east over arable farmland and
north across the river Frome and pasture land towards the A419. This is an area of high visual
sensitivity for dwellings both within Riverside Park down by the river and those on the higher ridge
on edge of Eastington village. There are well-trodden footpaths used by walkers/dog walkers
across and along the edges of these fields.

Corridor Photo 23: (Map 8 – Photo 7)
View from Eastington (Alkerton) village edge across arable land towards Churchend 2015

Area C – This view is of pastureland (Photo 24: The Corridor) and rises up from the River Frome in
thirds delineated by hedge-lines towards the A419. A large Dutch barn, situated on the second
hedge-line towards the A419, is visible from the River Frome and provides a good perspective
from this lower level on the impact of any potential non-agricultural development on this pasture.

The site of a Roman Villa adjacent to this old Dutch barn, as mentioned previously, lies only inches
below the ground level. Following advice from the original survey an area of 50 metre radius
around this Dutch barn should remain protected until full excavation by Archaeologists has
revealed the full extent of this ancient site.

This visual impact also applies to dwellings within the hamlet of Chipman’s Platt and walkers/dog
walkers using the footpaths on the eastern side of this site.



Corridor Photo 24: (Map 8 – Photo 8) View from River Frome looking towards A419 across pastureland
with the old Dutch Barn, on the left, adjacent to site of Roman Villa

Area  D
The hamlet of Chipman’s Platt (Photo 25: Corridor) is close to the A419, Spring Hill and the
roundabout but the dwellings are separated from these roads by an area of pasture. The canal
runs along the southern border. The hamlet includes William Morris House – a thriving Camphill
Community. The hamlet is accessed by one of the dead-end roads on to Spring Hill.

Although the whole area is flat and mainly surrounded by woodland and hedgerows, there would
be significant visual impact for any potential development on these pastures for nearby dwellings
and walkers/dog walkers alike. There are long views from these areas looking across fields and
canal on both western and southern sides of this section.

Corridor Photo 25: (Map 8 – Photo 9) Aerial view of Chipman’s Platt hamlet



Corridor Photo 26: (Map 8 – Photo 9) View from corner of field in photo 24 above

Area E – The aerial view of the hamlet of Churchend (Photo 27: The Corridor) is the foremost
residential settlement in this area. It is low-lying in position with a significant amount of the area
lying within the floodplain and the Industrial Heritage Conservation area (IHCA) and has therefore
become screened from most of the surrounding Frome/Canal corridor by trees and other wooded
areas. The church tower is only visible from a very few points. However, other higher areas in the
corridor do have views of small sections of its features from a variety of situations.

Corridor Photo 27: Aerial view of Churchend

The picture (Photo 28: The Corridor), taken from the top of the St Michael’s church tower looking
due west towards the Royal Forest of Dean on the far banks of the River Severn, was taken during
one of the regular ‘Open Church & Tower Tour’ events. The most recent was on Saturday 12
September 2015 and was attended by over 50 people.



Corridor Photo 28: (Map 8 – Photo 11) View from church tower looking west

Area F – This area contains mainly pastureland belonging to the one working farm and the canal
with its surrounding woodland and is crossed by the busy Spring Hill road. There is significant
visual impact for those dwellings on this road and those walking the well-used footway from
Chipman’s Platt, the canal and garage facilities to and from Eastington village, a road access on its
southern edge to the very busy wedding venue at Eastington Park and access to several footpaths
connecting across fields and the canal path to Stonehouse/Stroud. There is an arable field to the
west.

A view from the entrance to Eastington Park from Spring Hill and looking across this field is seen in
Photo 29: The Corridor.

Corridor Photo 29: (Map 8 – Photo 12)
View from Spring Hill / Eastington Park entrance looking towards canal side woods

These pastures rise from the river Frome, in the east, up to the canal with its surrounding
woodland as it runs along the southern side of the A419. In the top corner, and on the other side of
the canal, is a part of the hamlet of Newtown that has no public access to this area except via the
A419.



Corridor Photo 30: Aerial view of Chipman’s Platt (in the foreground),
Churchend (in the middle) and Newtown (in the top left hand corner)

Sensitivity to Change

 From being a largely flat area alongside the River Frome and the canal the land rises to the
south towards Alkerton and Cress Green. This rising land is quite prominent in the landscape
and therefore is sensitive to change.

 As Spring Hill rises up into Alkerton it forms an important tree lined “gateway” into the
settlement that is sensitive to change.

 The hamlets of Churchend, Millend, Chipman’s Platt and Newtown are distinctive settlements
in their own right. The spaces, described earlier, which lie between these small settlements,
are important in defining their setting. They are obviously sensitive to change.

 To quote from the Stroud Landscape Assessment: “it is important to retain the pastoral river
valley qualities of the River Frome, as there are few landscapes of this nature within Stroud
District. Much of this character area falls within the River Frome valley. It includes a restored
section of canal that is an important leisure facility and is sensitive to change.”

 The spaces that segregate the hamlets and provide their setting are sensitive to change. The
majority of these lie within the Industrial Heritage Conservation Area and make an important
visual contribution to the character and setting of the canal corridor and historic mills and to the
area in general.

 The site of a Roman Villa (Villa seen on map below), adjacent to the old Dutch barn near the
M5 motorway junction 13, should be held clear of any form of ground disturbance as the site
lies inches below the ground level. Following advice from the original survey an area of 50
metre radius around this Dutch barn should remain protected until full excavation by
Archaeologists has revealed the full extent of this ancient site.



The following map illustrates the aforementioned areas that are regarded as sensitive to change.

Corridor Map 9 – Red sections indicate land sensitive to change in Character Area 1
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